
Trimble Connect Sync is an application that installs on your computer. It keeps your files synchronised with multiple

projects on Trimble Connect. Individual folders can be selected and synchronised to and from Trimble Connect including

the option to choose which direction the files should synchronise.

Download Trimble Connect Sync
The Trimble Connect Sync tool can be downloaded at the app store within the Trimble Connect App.

Accessing Trimble Connect Sync
Once the tool has been successfully installed you can access it from the system tray.  Right clicking the icon will give

following options

Sync - For creating a sync schedule

Open Trimble Connect Folder - Shortcut to open Trimble Connect projects locally

Open Trimble Connect Web - Shortcut to open Trimble Connect projects on server

Help - Help documents shortcut

Exit - Exiting the Trimble Connect Sync

Trimble Connect also shows up under Windows Explorer favorites (applies on Windows 7) :

The default installation location for Trimble Connect Sync will be:

Windows - C:\Program Files\Trimble\Trimble Connect Sync
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Logging in to Trimble Connect Sync
The Trimble Connect Sync tool uses the same login credentials as used in Trimble Connect Web. 

Use your Trimble Connect email and password to log into Trimble Connect.

Understanding Sync
Project synchronisation can be done in either an automatic (scheduled) or  manual mode. There are two play buttons for

initiating a sync from the Projects Home screen, as seen in the image below.

Clicking on the 3 sections highlighted above will execute the following actions respectively:

 Sync operation on all projects
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button against each project starts Sync operation on the specific project

button allows you to create customized Sync jobs within a project. 

Custom Sync Schedules
For customizing Sync Schedules within a project, you need to click on the ‘Advanced’ option against the corresponding

project, and you will be shown a new screen with Scheduling options as below:

By clicking on the  button, you should be able to add new schedules to the project.

Creating a Schedule

As shown in the earlier image every project will have a default schedule.

When you click on the  button, a new schedule is added as shown below:
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You can delete a schedule by clicking on the  icon, but the last one schedule will be retained for every project.

Editing a Schedule

When you click on the  icon in every schedule, you will be able to open up the Schedule options and change it as

shown below:
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In the ‘Details’ section, you should be able to edit the following:

Schedule Name

Sync direction:

Sync- allows bidirectional synchronisation between the local repository and the server repository

Upload- synchronising the server repository by uploading missing and modified files from local repository

Download- synchronising the local repository by downloading the missing and modified files from server

repository

Local path: The local repository to which the project data will be synchronised can be updated by selecting the 

 button

Server path: The server repository to which the project data will be synchronised can be updated by choosing- 

‘When’ section- gives 4 options to choose the frequency of synchronisation:

Manual (only on triggering manually)

Hourly

Daily

Weekly

Again, you can choose your timing preferences within each option. For example, below are the options available

when we go for ‘Daily’ sync.
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Selecting Folders and files to Sync
Selecting folders and files to sync can be done by clicking on the “Folders” icon below the “Details” section of the

Schedule.

This design helps you to visualize the entire list of Folders, files present in the project.
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Selecting the checkbox below  icon selects all files and folders that are present in the Local Project Folder

for the sync operation

Alternatively, selecting the checkbox below  icon selects all files and folders that are present in the server for

the sync operation

On the top, the left most part of the table has a common checkbox, checking that selects all the folders, files in

the project (both on server and the local PC) for the Schedule job

There are checkboxes before the Folder/ File names. We can select or unselect them for the Schedule job by

checking or unchecking the checkboxes.

To understand it better, in the above picture:

All items in both Local Project folder and Server are enlisted starting with ‘Meeting Memos’ folder till the

‘river_preservation_areas.zip’ file

In the list items from ‘Meeting Memos’ folder to ‘Stakeholders_1.png’ are in the Server already. But they are

not present in the Local Project folder.

Similarly, items from ‘Additional Related 3D Files’ folder to ‘river_preservation_areas.zip’ are in the Local

Project folder already. But they are not present in the Local Project folder.

In case any file/ folder is present in both server and Local Project folder, ticks would have been shown in

both columns

Now, by selecting checkbox before every item (file/folder) and running the job, allows you to sync the item

from the latest source to the other one (from Local Project folder to Server or vice-versa- depending on

where the latest one is present).

Creating Filters or Exclusions

You can add file types to be excluded in the sync process. Enter "Filter Description" and "File extension" and click "Add

New Filter".

Below is a sample schedule job, which already has a Filter to exclude ‘PDF’ files from syncing, now the user is entering

details to exclude ‘RVT’ files as well.
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Managing Alerts

Alerts can be received on the Scheduling job, whenever there is:

Conflict: When the file/folder selected for syncing has got updated at both Server and local. If a sync conflict occurs,

an email can be send to the user regarding the details of the sync conflict.

Error: When there are issues happening due to: connectivity etc. Notification emails will be sent for sync errors,

which includes the details of the errors. The e-mail will also give the number of successful files

uploaded/downloaded along with number of failed files.

Completion: Sync completion email will give information about successful file upload/downloads which includes the

number of files.

You can add the email accounts to which you want the alerts to be sent. While entering multiple emails followed by

comma(,) or semicolon (;) please avoid entering spaces.

There are 3 options which you can define, in case of conflict- as shown in the image below:
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Preferences

The Preferences section is available at the User level in the Home page itself. It can be accessed by clicking the ‘Gear’

icon at the top, as shown in the image below:

The wording shown as ‘Preferences’ is actually a tool-tip.
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Clicking on the ‘Gear’ icon opens a page as shown below:

As you can see, we have ‘Filters’ and ‘Alerts’ section repeated in the ‘Schedule’ section- but that is at a specific

‘Schedule’ level and this is at the User level. In case of any conflicts between both, the ‘Schedule’ level settings will take

precedence.

There is a ‘Proxy’ section as well, which helps in setting up a proxy, if needed.

Advanced Settings

For project admins there are additional sync settings for Check in/out workflows here - Project Sync Settings.

See additional tips and hints for sync here - Sync Tips

View supported file types here - Supported File Types

Local Transfer:

Feature definition-

This feature will help contents in the local machine to be transferred “as it is” to Server and make the project content in the Server

identical to that in the local machine. This includes adding, updating, renaming, removing and moving of files and folders from

Local machine to Server. Here the local machine will act as the master- so server will be overridden and any additional files in the

Server will be removed. 

How to set-up Local Transfer?
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Local Transfer is implemented as one of the schedule types, available for project admins.

Currently the tool has only 3 schedule types:

Bi-directional

Upload

Download

Now, for project admins we will show a new type of schedule: Local Transfer.

Once the user selects the Local Transfer option, he will see a pop-up as below, and as the user confirms the choice by clicking

https://community.trimble.com/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/146399/Schedules_1.PNG
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on “Use local transfer”, the schedule details will be saved.

Please note that, Local Transfer schedules can only be run manually. There will be no option to schedule it automatically. You

can name, edit, define local and server paths for the local transfer schedules like other existing schedule types.

You can also edit existing schedule to make them as a local transfer schedule. Once you do that, you will lose the automatic

scheduling information, if any.

Running a Local Transfer Schedule
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Just like other manual sync schedules, local transfer schedules are triggered from Advanced section for projects. They

can also be triggered from Projects home page, but only if the project does not have other schedule types. Otherwise,

Syncing projects from Projects home page will skip local transfer schedules. “Sync all” option in the home page also

does not run local transfer schedules.

Below is a case in which user is triggering a local transfer schedule from Advanced section for a project.

Once the user clicks on Sync for “Local Transfer” schedule (differentiated with icon on the left), the sync preview will come up.
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The preview will list the files and folders to be updated as a part of the Syncing operation - this will include addition, moving,

renaming, updating and removing of files and folders - with Local machine as the master and server content will be overridden.

The files/ folders to be removed are highlighted in red.

Once the user clicks on “Sync Now”, the transfer of files from local to server and removal of mismatching content from server will

start. The user will see a progress dialog as below, just like the case of usual Sync runs.
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Reviewing Local Transfer Sync Activity

After the user has completed Local Transfer, he can review the activity in the Sync Activity section as shown below:
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Regulations & Control

To avoid any accidental usage or misuse of this feature, we have made it:

Available only to Project admins

Ask explicit confirmation from users, before creating local transfer schedules

To be triggered with Manual run only - no scheduling / automatic running option available

Show preview before doing a Local transfer
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